Revolution
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-¡Revolución!

Revolution is the creation of new living institutions, new groupings, new social relationships; it is the destruction of privileges and monopolies; it is the new spirit of justice, humanity, of freedom which must renew the whole of social life, raise the moral level and the material conditions of the masses by calling on them to provide, through their direct and conscientious action, for their own futures... Revolution is the destruction of all coercive ties; it is the autonomy of groups, of communes, of regions... Revolution is freedom...

-Errico Malatesta, 1924
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With Mubarak gone, the top brass has suspended the constitution, dissolved the parliament elected by the last (and phony) elections, and promised to hold new elections in six months. They have also declared that they will lift the emergency decree at some indefinite point in the future and select a commission to amend the constitution. With these acts, the military has put the country under martial law, under which it can, if it wishes and feels able to do so, arrest (and torture) anyone they want, break up opposition meetings, and smash opposition demonstrations (although I expect it will not resort to these heavy-handed measures right away). The military announced that current Prime Minister Ahmed Shafiq will stay in office, while he has indicated he will reshuffle his cabinet and perhaps offer some positions to members of the opposition. In short, aside from the departure of Mubarak and possibly a few crumbs in the way of posts in a powerless cabinet, the only thing the protesters have won are promises.

The opposition is starting to differentiate itself along political and class lines. Young (and middle class) organizers of the protest, including Google executive, Wael Ghonim, and Amr Salama, met privately with representatives of the ruling junta, Major Generals Mahmoud Hijazi and Abdel Fattah, coming away supposedly impressed with the generals' sincerity. Ghonim has been urging them (workers) to call off their strikes and start working for the "new Egypt". Many of these individuals are prepared to sell out the needs of the workers, the unemployed, and the rural poor in return for a US-style bourgeois democracy in which they can expect to play leading roles.

Seize the Moment, Keep Up the Struggle. Now is not the time to give up the struggle. Ghonim's advice should be ignored. Now, more than ever, the workers, the unemployed, the rural poor, and all those oppressed by Egypt's rotten social structure need to step up the struggle. In addition to striking and demonstrating for their immediate needs, they need to organize for another mass demonstration the demands of this demonstration should include (continued on reverse side):
The struggle is not over! Victory has not been won! The only way the people can win their demands is by struggle, by stepping up the pressure, not by returning to their homes! The only guarantee against continued military rule is mass mobilization! Don’t leave your fate in the hands of the generals!

Thank you Tunisia, Thank you Egypt

by KDog Jan. 28, 2011

U.S. media/politics/culture does its best to portray Arab people as gloomy, authoritarian, repressed/repressive, fundamentalist, etc. This racist brainwashing has its effects even on good people.

So leave it to my favorite species, humanity, to decide to undermine all that. Last week the people of Tunisia erupted in revolt against poverty and dictatorship chasing the pro-US President from the country. This week the tidal wave swept to Egypt, a country about 8x the size of Tunisia, and the most populous country in the Arab world.

Egypt is the major Arab ally in Mideast receiving billions of dollars in "aide" to prop up the repressive Egyptian state. Egypt recognizes Israel and criminally participates in the blockade of Gaza.

Demonstrations all over Egypt have paralyzed the country and the cabal and dictatorship chasing the pro-US President from the country. This aims of this congress should be two: one, to draw up a further list of demands and proposals to reorganize Egyptian society that address the needs of all the oppressed people of Egypt; the other, to organize for a nation-wide general strike.

Meanwhile, anarchists and libertarian socialists should seize the political space that has been created, however temporary it might be, to form their own groups and establish working relations among them, with the idea of eventually federating on the national level.
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Demonstrations all over Egypt have paralyzed the country and the cabal of gangsters that run the world are shitting their pants:

BBC: "German Defence Minister Karl-Theodor zu Guttenberg expresses concern about the risk of "infectious momentum" of unrest in the Middle East, during a meeting at the World Economic Forum."

Like in Tunisia, the Islamists have been completely by-passed by largely secular youth and their facebook accounts.

Libcom and Angry Arab are two good sites to follow developments. The BBC and Al-Jazeera for mainstream accounts.

Because of the spontaneous nature of this "contageous" revolt, there are not strong revolutionary organizations that could act to replace old order with an egalitarian democracy from below. It is therefore likely that the rulers (with new faces) will regain control.

But nothing will be the same. The youth of Tunisia now have the experience of ousting a dictator. The people of Egypt are feeling their power. The movement is gaining an insurrectionary quality - all bets are off. Who is next? Algeria? The Palestinian territories? France?

Thank you kids, workers, women (those who choose to wear scarves, those that don't) in the streets of Tunisia and Egypt! Spring is coming.

-KDog is a union member holding dual membership in the Communication Workers of America and the Industrial Workers of the World.
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